Introduction. The subject of convergence of martingales of functions with values in a Banach space was first treated by Scalora [17] and Chatterji [3] who independently showed that a martingale of functions with values in a reflexive Banach space obeys roughly the same basic convergence theorems as martingales of real or complex valued functions. Various authors have continued the work; among them being A. and C. , who generalized the earlier work by considering martingale convergence theorems from the point of view of abstract ergodic theory; Chatterji [4], who generalized his earlier work by making certain assumptions on the range space of the martingale of functions; and Métivier [14] and [15] who has treated in detail not only the earlier problems but also related problems dealing with both weak and strong martingales and martingales with values in locally convex linear topological spaces.
ja Y(g) dp. í ij [10, pp. 19, 22] and the identification of functions which differ on at most a /¿-null set, L°(p, X) becomes a Banach space. If there exists a constant k such that d>(2x) á /cd>(x) for all real x, O is said to obey the A2-condition. L1=>L*>, and all W spaces 1 ¿/»<oo are found among the 7* spaces with <5 obeying the A2-condition. When $ obeys the A2-condition, simple functions are dense in L°(p, X). In addition Lemma 1. Let ^ be a subfield ofL such that the a-field generated by ¿F is 2.
If í> obeys the ^-condition, then the linear span of the set {xxe : x e X, E e &} is dense in L"'(p, X). (Here Xi,(£U)= + l,u>e E; yE(ü>) = 0, w $ E.)
The proof, which will be omitted, follows quickly from the facts that simple functions are dense in L"'(p, X), and that lim"(JÎ)_o N*(xxe) = 0 for all * e 3£, and that for E e 2, there exists [6, III.71] {£"}<= J?" such that limoso ^(7inA7í) = 0 where EnAE=(En-E) u (E-En). Definition 1. Letfe L1(p, X) and 77 be a sub-a-field of 2. A function g e L1(p, X) is the conditional expectation off given B, if g is 77-measurable and ¡Efdp. = §Eg dp. for all Tie 77. In this case one writes EB(f) = g. Here, as throughout, the integral is that of [6, Chapter III] .
The operator EB is defined for all feLx(p,, X) and when considered as an operator EB: L<Sl(p, X) -> 7%n, X) is a linear contraction. Definition 2. Let 7 be a directed set and {77,, t e 7} be an increasing net of sub-<7-fields of 2; i.e. tx^t2 implies Btl<=B%2. {/" BT, r e 7} is a martingale in L*(fi, X) if each/, e !•(/*, X) and t^t2 implies E**i(fJ=fn. This section will be terminated with a lemma which will be employed crucially in the next section. It is only a slight modification of a well known result.
Proof (Sufficiency). Since {A" t e A} is an increasing net of cr-fields, it follows easily that \JZ Bz is a subfield of 2. By standard techniques, without loss of generality it will be assumed that the o-field generated by Ut A, is S. Now let e>0 be given. By Lemma 1, there exists a function fe = 2P= x x,y£i : ^eI, A, e (Jt A" such that Nt,(f-fe) < e/2. Since {A" t g A} is an increasing net, there exists a t0 e A such that for all t^t0 {£,}".. ic A,. Hence for t^ t0 EB<(fe)=fe. Moreover for t^t!, J£/x dp.= \Efn dp. for A e BH by the martingale property. It follows that EB-(f)=fi.
Therefore for t ä t0,
since AB' is a contraction, <2e/2 = e, by the choice of/£. This establishes the sufficiency of the condition.
To prove the necessity, suppose limjf^fin N0 norm. Then since the operation defined for g e L't(p., T) by g -> ¡E g dp., is a bounded linear operator for each A e S, it follows that lim fidp. = fdp.
» Je
Je for all A e (J, A,. This proves the necessity and the lemma.
2. The mean convergence of Banach valued martingales. This section is devoted to characterizing those martingales {/" AT, r e T}^V(p., 36) such that um7V*(/,-/) = 0 T for some feL?(p., 3£) when O obeys the A2-condition. Some results along these lines have been obtained by Chatterji [3] and [4], Scalora [17] , A. and C. IonescuTulcea [9] , and Métivier [14] and [15] . Although the conditions given in Theorem 2 below bear some relation to those of Métivier [15, Theorem 4, p. 190] it is believed that Theorem 2 is the first theorem which provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a martingale to converge in the mean. The proof of that theorem hinges on the following proposition which is basic to all of the considerations of this paper. Essentially, it translates the Radon-Nikodym theorems of Métivier [15, Theorem 11] and Rieffel [16] into a form usable in the present context.
(In the statement of Proposition 1 below, the wording "... weakly (norm) compact..." refers to two separate conditions. The proposition is true if read "... a weakly compact..."
and it is equally true if read "... a norm compact... ". Thus Proposition 1 is actually two separate propositions. This wording is employed in the interest of economy of space and will be used in other statements in this paper.) Proposition 1. Let Z¡0 be subfield o/2 such that S is the o-field generated by S0. ofH.
Proof (Sufficiency). Let A satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii). The argument of [19, p. 39] shows that since Ais ^-continuous, A has a ¿¿-continuous (hence countably additive) extension (still denoted by A) of bounded variation to 2. Now let e>0 be given and by (iii) choose a convex weakly (norm) compact set K and sets {An}c20, /x(C2 -En) < e such that 
(G2-Gy) and A(CX)-A(G2) = A(G1-G2)-A(G2-G1)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use guarantee that lim, F(Hmj) = F(E n Sm) strongly in X, and lim, p.(Hm,) = p.(E n Sm), m = n. Since /7mjcEm, xmJ e K and ymj e U can be chosen such that
Since K is weakly (norm) compact, the Eberlein-Smulian theorem guarantees that it can (and will) be assumed without loss of generality that lim, xnj=xn e K exists in the weak topology of X. But then for m = «
Hence for each m = n, one can write
where Wme K and Zm e U. Then Je Then A has an obvious "natural" extension to 2, still denoted by A. Standard properties of the integral show that A is /¿-continuous. Furthermore, it is well known that the variation of Ais just jn ||/|j dp,<oo. Hence (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Now let £>0 be given. According to the Radon-Nikodym theorem of Rieffel [16, Proposition 1.12, p. 472] there exists a set A0 e 2, /¿(ü-A0)<e/2 and a norm compact (hence weakly compact) set K, which by Mazur's theorem may be assumed convex, such that A(A) e p(E)K, Ac E0, A e 2. Next, let 8 > 0 be given and by [6, III.7 .1], choose £4e20 subject to p-(E0/\E0)<ß where ^ = min{e/2, 8/2m, a} and m-1 =max{||x|| : xeK}, and /¿(A)<oo, a>0, implies ||A(A)|| <8/2. Then /¿(Q -A) ^ /¿(Í2 -A0) + p(E0AE6) < e/2 + e/2 = e. Now let Ac E6, E e 20. By hypothesis there exists x e K such that A(A n EQ) = p,(E n E0)x. For this x, one has
by the choice of ß and the fact that E-A0cAa -A0. This proves the necessity of the condition and the theorem.
The following result, which characterizes mean convergent martingales in certain A*(/t, 36) spaces is the main result of this paper. Theorem 2. Let O obey the ^-condition and let {/" At, t e A} be a martingale in A*(/¿, 36). The net {/" t e T} is convergent in the A*(/¿, 36) norm if and only if (i) there exists a constant m < oo such that supisr ¿V^C/i) ik m ; (ii) {/" t e A} is terminally uniformly integrable; i.e. given e>0 there is a 8>0
and an index t0 e A such that /¿(A) < 8 implies jB ||/T|| dp.<e, t^t0; and (iii) given e>0 there exists a weakly (norm) compact convex set A<= 36 such that for any S > 0 there is an index t0 e A and a set E0 e Bx¡¡, /¿(Í2 -A0) < e satisfying t^t0 implies f fdp.ep.(E)K+8U Je for all Ac A0, AeAt.
In the case that T, the Young's function complementary to Í», satisfies ^(x) < oo for x < oo (ii) above is implied by (i) and may be dropped.
Proof. Without loss of generality, it will be assumed throughout the entire proof that 2 is generated by Ui &%■ (Necessity) . Suppose that lim,/t=/ in the A* topology. Then limT/V4(/,) = N"(f). On the other hand since AB is a contraction, the fact that {/" A" t e A} is a martingale ensures that {N^fi), r e A} is an increasing net. Therefore N^fi) L icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use N<s(f). This proves (i). To prove (ii), note that V convergence implies Lx convergence. Hence lim I f 11/11 dp.-f U/H dp á lim f ¡/-/Il dp Ú lim \\f-f\\x = 0 t |j£ Je % Je uniformly in Tí e 2.
(ii) follows immediately from the /¿-continuity of the indefinite integral j*(0 ||/|| dp.. To prove (iii), let ¿>>0 be given. By Proposition 1, there is a weakly (norm) compact convex subset K<^ X such that given any 8 > 0 there is an £j e Ui Ä, such that f fdpep(E) F(E) = lim f / dp., Ee{JB%.
i Je i
The martingale property ensures that the defining net on the right is eventually constant for E e (Jt Bz, and hence fis well defined and obviously finitely additive. for t0 e 7 chosen such that {/in}m=1c:.ßl0. Hence F is of bounded variation, (ii) clearly implies the ^-continuity, and therefore the countable additivity of F.
To complete the proof of the sufficiency in the Lx(p, X) case, by Lemma 2, it need only be shown that there exists / e Lx(p, X) such that F(E) = lim f / dp = f fdp, £ s U 77. This is clearly the same as showing F has a Radon-Nikodym derivative. Let e>0 be given and let K be as in (iii). By (iii) for any fixed choice of S > 0 there exists an index t0 e 7 and E0 e B%0, p.(Q. -E0)<e such that jE / dp e p(E)K+ S U for £"<= E0, [November EeB" T^ t". So, let Ac E0, Ee{JlBl be arbitrary, then A 6 A,0 for some Ty ^ t0 and F(E) = jEfndp,ept(E)K+8U. Moving to the general case, assume (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Since /¿(Q)<oo, N9 dominates the A1^, 36) norm, and the martingale converges in L1(p., 36), by the above, to a function feL1(p, 36). Clearly/satisfies lim f f dp. = ( fdp. for Ae U Bx. f <K(||/||/(M+1))^ á liminf f ®(\\fin\\/(M+l)) dp. S 1.
Jn n Jn
Hence/eA*(/¿, 36), and since lim, J£/, dp = jEfdp, Ee{JxBz, an application of Lemma 2 concludes the proof of the sufficiency.
To complete the proof of the theorem, suppose Y, the Young's function complementary to 0 satisfies T(x)<oo for x<oo. Assuming (i), one has f H/,11 dp = f \\f\\xEdp ¿ NMixzW* ^ m\\Xe\\v.
Je Jn
But lim(;(£)_o ||xe||y = 0, provided xY(x)<co for x<<x>. Hence the net {/" t e T} is uniformly integrable and a fortiori satisfies (ii). Q.E.D. Specializing Theorem 2 to the case where the index set A is N, the positive integers with the natural order, is the following theorem. Iff«, is the Lx-limit of{fn}, then limn^.x fn(to)=fx¡(cüi) for p-almost all to e Q.
Proof. This is a consequence of a theorem [9, p. 189] due to A. and C. IonescuTulcea which asserts that a mean convergent martingale converges almost everywhere to its TMimit. Q.E.D.
Theorem 3 can be weakened somewhat. This is the topic of §3.
3. L^/i, 3£)-bounded martingales. This section is concerned with supplying sufficient conditions for an Lx(p, X)-bounded martingale to converge in measure and almost everywhere. The classical result in this direction is due first to Doob and later to Krickeberg who proved that if {/, Bx, r e 7} is a martingale of real valued functions with ||/||1^A7<oo then the net {/, r e 7} converges in measure to a function f e Lx(p) and if T=N, the positive integers, then this convergence is also /¿-almost everywhere. Recently, in the case T=N, Chatterji [4, Theorem 2] generalized this to 3Ê-valued functions by placing certain convenient assumptions on the Banach space X. In this section results are obtained by placing assumptions on the martingale itself. It will be shown that the results here subsume all of the above mentioned results.
Theorem 4. Let {/, Bx, r e 7} be a martingale in Lx(p, X) satisfying (0 SUP. L ll/tll dp. = M^oe; and (ii) for each e > 0 there exists a weakly compact convex set K such that given S > 0 there is an index r0eT and E0 e Bl0, /¿(£2 -E0) < e such that for t ^ t0 Then, as in the proof of Theorem 2, F is finitely additive, and (i) implies that F is of bounded variation. Following standard methods [4, p. 57], one can write F=G + H, where G and H are ^-valued finitely additive set functions of bounded variation where |C7|, the variation of G is singular with respect to p (i.e. given £>0, S>0 there exists Ee\JzBz, p(E)<e, \G\(Q.-E)<8), and 77 is a countably additive set function which is /¿-continuous. First it will be shown that there is an « e L\p, X) such that H(E) = jE hdp,Ee \JT Bz. For this, note that H satisfies (i) and (ii) of the hypothesis of Proposition 1. To show that H satisfies (iii) of that hypothesis, let e>0 be given and choose a weakly compact convex set K such that for any 8>0 there is an index r0eT and E0 e B%, p(D. -Tío) < £/2 such that t ^ t0 implies \ fidp.ep.(E)K+(o/2)U, Je [November E<=E0, Ee Bz. Now let S>0 be fixed. Choose the corresponding index t0 e 7and set E0 e BZo as above ; also choose Ee\JzBz such that p.(E ) < e/2 and \G\(C1 -E) < a/2. Setting Ex = E0 n (£2 -E), and choosing rt = t0 such that Ex e B%0 one has /¿(£2 -Ex)<e and for t^tx jEfdpep(E)K+(o/2)U, EeBz, EaEx^Eo-But for Ee Bz, F(E) = \Efdp, by the martingale property.
This shows H satisfies (iii) of Proposition 1 and therefore establishes the existence of h e Lx(p., X) such that H(E) = f h dp., Ee{JBz.
Je « Next, define hz by hz = EB*(h) and note that for EeBt, F(E) = $Efzdp. Hence for EeBz, G(E) = \E(f -hz) dp.. Since/ -hz is /immeasurable there exists a Bzmeasurable gz( = (fz -«,)) such that G(E) = J£ gz dp., E e Bz. Also since {/, Bz, t e T} and {fit, Bz, r e 7} are martingales, so is {gz, Bz, t e 7}. Moreover, {«" Bz, t e 7} is an T^convergent martingale by Lemma 2 since lim, J E hz dp. = J£ « ¿7/¿, E e Bz. Since this martingale is convergent in Z,1^, 3£), it is also convergent in /¿-measure to «o e TV, £).
Finally, it will be shown that iim,g, = 0 in /¿-measure. For this, let 0 < e < 1 and S>0 be given. Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4, write limz jEfdp. = F(E) = G(E) + H(E), Ee\Jz AT, where by the current hypothesis, A is of bounded variation and so are G and H. His /¿-continuous and countably additive, while G is singular with respect to p.. Now, as in [19, p. 39] H has a /¿-continuous countably additive extension of bounded variation to v(\Jz Bz). Therefore since 36 has the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to p. there exists h e Ll(p., 36) such that H(E)=\E h dp. for all A e (J, A,. Now let e > 0 be given. According to Proposition 1, there exists a norm compact convex set K such that for any fixed 8>0 there is A' (=E'(8, K)) e (J, A, with /¿(Ü -A') < e/2 such that
Also since G is /¿-singular, there exists a set A" e IJ, Bz with p.(£i -E")<e/2 and (iii) given e>0 there exists a weakly (norm) compact convex subset K<^X such that for any 8>0 there exists E6eF, p(ñ-E6)<e such that F(E) e p(E)K+8U for E^E6, EeF.
Proof (Sufficiency). By [6, IV. 9.10-11] there exists a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space Sx such that (a) 2j, the field of all clopen subsets of Sx is isomorphic to ¡F under a Boolean isomorphism r: & -*■ 2^ ; and (b) every finitely additive real valued set function on 2X is countably additive. Define 7\ and px on 2X by Fx(t(E)) = F(E) and /¿1(t(7i))=/¿(£), respectively. Now, px is finite and has a unique extension, still denoted by /¿1; to ^(2^, the cr-field generated by 2^ Also since px is countably additive and Fx is clearly /¿r continuous on 2X, Fx is countably additive. Now, to prove the sufficiency of the stated conditions let e>0 be given, and note that because of the action of the isomorphism t:^'->-21, Fx evidently satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 1. Hence there exists a /¿i-measurable function fx : Sx -> X such that
Fx(E)= [ fxdp-x, £e2.
Je
But simple functions of the form/=2"=i *iXt(sf>> E¡ e l,x are dense in Lx(p.x, X) by [6, III. 8.3] . Hence there exist {^f^cjf and {*i}"=ic X such that the /¿j-simple function gi = 2f=i XiXrtEo satisfies JSi ||/i-gi|| dp.x<e. Now define/ on D by/£ = 2"=i xíXe¡ and Fs on F by the equation Fe(E)---\Efe dp-, EelF. Then clearly |F-Fs|(£2) = \Fx-Gx\(Sx) (actually there is equality here)
IL/l-Sill dp-x < e, Jsx where GX(E) = ¡E gx dp-x, EeoÇLx)-This proves the sufficiency of the stated conditions.
To prove the necessity of the conditions, note that (i) and ( f ||/»-/J| <**l = f 11/,"/ml <** g \Fn-F\(Ü) + \F-Fm\(Q) < l/n + l/m, it follows that /" is a Cauchy sequence in L1(p1, 36) and hence converges to a function fe Lx(py, 36). Let oO be given. By Proposition 1, there exists a weakly (norm) compact convex set Ac £ such that given S>0 there is r(E6) e 2t (2X generates ^(2^) py(Sy -t(E6)) < e and f fdpyepy(r(E))K+8U
Jz (E) for AcAd (i.e. T(A)cT(Ad), EeF"). But \ fidp = \ /" dpy Je Ji(E) and A(A) = lim f /" dp = lim f /" dp = f fdp i Je n Jr(E) Ji(E) for all EeF: Hence
